Week 15/06/2020
School’s topic lesson is…….Geography.
Lesson 2: To locate Berlin and Birmingham on a map.

Key Vocbulary:
* Population size = How many people live there.
* Urban = A man made place (town/city/village) with builds, roads, shops, factories, ect.
*Continent =

* Area size = How big the land is.

Activity 1:
 Label the country Germany with a G on the map.
 Place an X where the city Berlin is on the map.
 Label the United Kingdom on the map with a U
 Place a * on the map where the city Birmingham is.

Activity 2:
Use this table with information about Berlin and Birmingham to answer the questions.

Germany

United Kingdom

Is one big country

Is made up of smaller countries (England, Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland).
Is in the continent Europe.
The united Kingdom’s size is 242,495 km²
Birmingham is not the capital city (Main city) of
England, this is London.
Birmingham is the second biggest city in England.
Birmingham’s size is 267.8 km²
Birmingham is an urban area.
Birmingham’s Population size is 1.086 million

Is in the continent Europe.
Germany’s size is 357,386 km²
Berlin is the capital city (Main city) of
Germany.
Berlin is the biggest city in Germany.
Berlin’s size is 891.8 km²
Berlin is an urban area.
Berlin’s Population size is 3.769 million
Circle the answer to the questions:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)

Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which

country is bigger in size?
country is the city Berlin in?
country is the city Birmingham in?
City is bigger in size?
city has a bigger population size?
city is a capital city?

UK
UK
UK
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin

Germany
Germany
Germany
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham

Circle true or false to answer the questions.
1.) Birmingham has a bigger population size than Berlin.
2.) Berlin has a bigger area size than Birmingham.
3.) Berlin’s area size is 267.8 km²
4.) Berlin and Birmingham are both rural areas.
5.) Berlin’s population size is over double Birmingham’s population size.
6.) Germany is made up of different countries.
7.) Both Germany and the UK are in the continent Europe.

True or False
True or Fals
True or False
True or False
True or False
True or False
True or False

Activity 2: Answers
Use this table with information about Berlin and Birmingham to answer the questions.
Circle the answer to the questions:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)

Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which

country is bigger in size?
country is the city Berlin in?
country is the city Birmingham in?
City is bigger in size?
city has a bigger population size?
city is a capital city?

Germany
Germany
UK
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin

Circle true or false to answer the questions.
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

Birmingham has a bigger population size than Berlin.
Berlin has a bigger area size than Birmingham.
Berlin’s area size is 267.8 km²
Berlin and Birmingham are both rural areas.
Berlin’s population size is over double Birmingham’s population size.
Germany is made up of different countries.
Both Germany and the UK are in the continent Europe.

False
True
False
False
True
False
True

